2022 Alumni and Supporter Census

Privacy Collection Notice

The information you provide to the University of Sydney in this survey will form a statistical and demographic snapshot of our alumni, friends and supporters. Completing the survey is entirely voluntary, but the information you provide will be of great assistance to us. We will use the information to better plan our events and communications and to provide services in areas of particular interest to you. It will also be used to update our records about you to ensure they are current and complete.

The information will be held securely by the Advancement Portfolio and will be managed in accordance with the University’s Privacy Statement. We have contracted Pollinate to assist us with this project. Some platforms Pollinate is using are hosted overseas and our arrangements with Pollinate include stringent privacy protections for your information. Other than these arrangements, no information will be disclosed to third parties except where required or permitted by law, or with your consent. You have the right to access or correct any information that we hold about you. For further information please contact the Project Officer, email – alumni.census@sydney.edu.au